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Cornell COVID-19 Mathematical Modeling Team, Summer 2020:

Frazier et al., “Modeling for COVID-19 college reopening decisions: Cornell, a case study” PNAS 2022





● Each letter corresponds to a 
collection of test frequency 
assignments

● E.g., “B” means:
UG in high-density housing 2x / week
Off-campus staff 1x / month
Everyone else 1x / week

● Y-axis (infections) are predicted by a 
simulation-based from the Cornell 
COVID-19 mathematical modeling 
team

● Yellow highlight shows the one 
chosen

We used this graph to help the provost & lab choose 
testing frequencies

Frazier et al., “Modeling for COVID-19 college reopening decisions: Cornell, a case study” PNAS 2022



Successful OR practice requires
understanding stakeholders 



We took these steps to help the provost & lab choose 
testing frequencies

● Listen to stakeholders to understand their goals & beliefs
● Run analysis to identify a set of options likely to satisfy them
● Present stakeholders with this set and let them choose



Can AI help with these things?

● Listen to stakeholders to understand their goals & beliefs
● Run analysis to identify a set of options likely to satisfy them
● Present stakeholders with this set and let them choose

Astudillo & F., “Multi-attribute Bayesian Optimization with Interactive Preference Learning”, AISTATS 2020
Lin, Astudillo, F., Bakshy, “Preference Exploration for Efficient Bayesian Optimization with Multiple Outcomes” AISTATS 2022



Bayesian Optimization is a black-box derivative-free 
non-convex optimization method

● x = decision to be made
● Slow computer code or experiment can 

predict objective function f(x)
● f(x) has been evaluated at some x
● Bayesian ML predicts at other x

Acquisition Function: the value of a slow 
evaluation, e.g., the “expected improvement”

EI(x) = E[max{f(x) - f*, 0}]
where f* is the best f(x) seen so far.

Bayesian optimization runs a slow experiment 
at the x with the largest acquisition function 
value, refits the ML model, & repeats



Sometimes the objective is the utility of an outcome vector

● Slow experiment gives outcome vectors h(x) = 
[h1(x), …, hk(x)]

● u = utility function over outcomes
● Objective is f(x) := u(h(x))
● Example:

○ h(x) = [quality(x), cost(x)]
○ u(h(x)) = quality(x) - cost(x)



Sometimes the objective is the utility of an outcome vector

You can also put a Bayesian ML model 
on h(x) and use
EI(x) = E[max{u(h(x)) - f*, 0}]

Example:

● h(x) = [quality(x), cost(x)]

● u(h(x)) = quality(x) - cost(x)

Astudillo & F. “Bayesian optimization of composite functions” ICML 2019, 



If the utility function is unknown, we
learn it with Bayesian preference learning  

● Suppose we don’t know the utility function
● Preference learning (for learning the utility fn):

○ Present the stakeholder pairs of outcome vectors.
Ask, “Which do you prefer?”

○ Learn a Bayesian ML model on the utility function
○ Active learning decides which pairs to present

● Bayesian optimization (for choosing x to eval):
○ Prediction: Fit a GP to outcomes h(x)
○ Acquisition function: EI(x) = E[max{u(h(x)) - f*, 0}]

where the expectation E is over the random utility function 
u(∙) and the outcome vector h(x)

○ Run the slow computer code where EI(x) is largest
● Iterate between asking the stakeholder questions 

& running the slow computer code



This approach provides lots of value compared to 
multi-objective optimization
● In use at Meta for product improvement:

○ Stakeholder = product manager
○ Slow experiment = A/B experiment
○ Utility = Quality of Instagram, Facebook, etc.

● Can handle many outcomes; multi-objective 
optimization usually limited to 3 outcomes

● Can leverage preferences learned from 
active queries

● Can leverage passive stakeholder 
observations, e.g., choices in related 
decision problems

Performance in a portfolio optimization problem

Standard multi-objective BayesOpt

This 
approach

Other 
variants 
of this  
approach



There are many kinds of stakeholder engagement



Lots of room for innovation in 
AI-enabled stakeholder enagement for OR applications

● Understand stakeholder goals, beliefs & incentives
● Understand how groups of stakeholders influence each other
● Predict how stakeholders will react to communication
● Managing trust (in the OR analyst and her models)


